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Introduction

        Independent of mind and spirit, cats have always displayed outright indignant behavior at any attempt to

train them. Having a mind of their own and a highly changeable nature, cats are unlike any other animal you've

owned. The favorites of many, they are misunderstood by all. Astrology helps us to understand some of the quirks

these highly intelligent animals display.

        Are they good house pets or will they drive you crazy until, against your better judgement, you let them out?

Refined hunting skills and sharp instincts are common traits of most cats. Some are known for their patience, or

perhaps for nurturing others. Others just prefer your lap, or to lounge on the sofa until served their favorite meal.

        The many personalities we see displayed in these wonderful creatures are all part of the plan. Would you

automatically choose a beautiful Taurus Cat if you knew that Venus will always make him attractive? Xander's

chart can show you just how important some things are for his survival. What makes Xander tick and what can he

absolutely not do without? How can you add more enjoyment to Xander's life? Does he need companionship or is

he just as happy not sharing your attentions with another cat? These are some of the questions we seek to answer

when looking at our beloved feline's chart. Astrology can guide you to get the most enjoyment out of your cat.

Xander will thank you for it.

        There are 4 basic elements that make up a chart; they are earth, water, air and fire. If Xander has four or

more planets in one of these elements he is considered to have more than average. Applying a weight or number to

these planets, we can determine if the chart has tendencies that would be influenced by being overweighted in that

particular element. The Ascendant, Midheaven and planets on the angles are also given a number, which is

included in determining the makeup of a chart.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

        This birth chart interpretation is based on the positions of the planets at the time of your birth. For the

benefit of students of astrology, these positions, along with other technical information, are listed below:

Sun 21 Sco 49 Pluto 18 Sag 44

Moon 22 Can 22 N. Node 20 Tau 27

Mercury  3 Sag 32 Asc  4 Sag 15

Venus 14 Sag 34 MC 20 Vir 05

Mars 13 Pis 05 2nd cusp  0 Cap 47

Jupiter 15 Vir 09 3rd cusp  3 Aqu 49

Saturn 12 Can 53 5th cusp 14 Ari 58

Uranus 28 Aqu 55 6th cusp  9 Tau 36

Neptune 10 Aqu 33

Tropical Zodiac   Standard time observed.

GMT: 14:50:17     Time Zone: 7 hours West.

Lat. and Long. of birth: 39 N 44 21   104 W 59 03

Aspects and orbs:

Conjunction  :  7 Deg 00 Min

Opposition   :  5 Deg 00 Min
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Square       :  5 Deg 00 Min

Trine        :  5 Deg 00 Min

Sextile      :  4 Deg 00 Min

Conjunct Asc :  5 Deg 00 Min Above,  7 Deg 00 Min Below
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Element Emphasis

Water Sign Emphasis:  (Score of 11,2,13,2)

        Xander is your soul mate and feels lost and useless unless attending to your needs. Clingy and possessive of

your time, Xander may not take well to sharing your attentions. If hurt often, Xander can be found retreating to

more suitable quarters. Xander is more than sensitive to loud noises and upsets in the environment and he is

scared of thunder. Xander loves water and can often be found in your sink; baths can even be tolerated if

absolutely necessary. Often the caretaker of you and other animals, Xander likes to see everyone get along,

occasionally adopting others to care for when necessary. Keep this cat close to your heart and you've gained a

loyal friend for life. Xander will not tolerate being separated from you for long periods and may do best with

another animal he can bond with while you're away.

Ascendant

        The Ascendant, or sign on the horizon at birth, changes approximately every two hours. To get a true picture

of an animal, an exact time of birth is very helpful. From the Ascendant, not only do we learn the appearance and

characteristics of an animal, we also derive a pattern of the chart itself. The Ascendant is the face we show to

strangers - animal and human alike. We may view Xander as his Sun sign, but other will see the sign on the

Ascendant first. The rising sign dictates how Xander portrays himself to others. These characteristics are entirely

different from what we see when Xander is in his home environment. Learn more about how others view

Xander.

Sagittarius Rising:

        Xander is a bit of a wanderer, gone for days at a time only to return disheveled and starving. With a love of

travel and an eye for adventure, he may make you wonder if you truly own a cat. Xander can have quite a range

of territory to explore so it may take him longer to return home. Keep a door always open for this feline. Xander

makes it his business to live by his own time schedule. Xander might be considered the ring leader of a group of

animals. He knows how to have fun and will find ways of showing other animals how to enjoy themselves. Xander

is frequently found stirring the pot by starting a chase through the house with other animals. Give Xander plenty

of room to run and he will always come back.

Sun

        The Sun is Xander's source of energy and vitality. Its placement in his chart indicates Xander's true identity,

which may or may not always be apparent. Just watch the façade that appears when Xander is placed in the

position of meeting newcomers. The side that he shows to others may be very different from the one you saw a

few minutes ago when you were all alone with him. And that's only after Xander trusts you enough to show it.

The basic needs and patterns in Xander's life are strongly influenced by the sign and placement of the Sun. This is

where Xander puts his best paw forward. This is what Xander is really like when all barriers and inhibitions are

removed. He gets recognition here sometimes, making a visible difference in your world, too. You will always

remember Xander by the characteristics displayed by the Sun even if it's just a quirk or habit. Sometimes it is

beneficial in naming your new kitten to use your keen observation to help you find a suitable title to call him by.

Try to determine what it is that makes him stand out from the rest by discovering the Sun sign individuality of

your cat.
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Sun in Scorpio:

        Xander owns you and will go to lengths to show you this, sometimes spraying your clothing with his own

personal scent. Xander would not want any old tomcat to think it could take his place. Xander may be the one that

you can never find in the house. "Secret passages everywhere, bet you can't find me," is what you can hear

Xander saying while you search frantically throughout the house. Why did you have to yell at him last night?

Sensitive Scorpio's pride hurts easily so you can expect a no show for at least 24 hours. This is a common

punishment he gives you. Be true to Xander always, and use caution if bringing a new animal into the house.

Never liking to share you with others, Xander may show you just how dissatisfied he is. He is inflexible and

stubborn so don't try to change his private areas. Xander will not take too kindly to this, making it difficult to

break him of bad habits. Check out Xander's private stash sometime, if you can find it. Always ready to

investigate for mice under the porch, Xander waits endlessly to make his catch.

Sun in the 12th house:

        Keep your eye out for those who might want to hurt Xander. A daydreamer by nature, Xander would like to

be provided with a comfortable nest, preferably one that is near water. A birdbath or fountain to watch could give

Xander entertainment for life. Keep him safe from harm by watching over him; he is so wrapped up in his dreams

that often he forgets who's the boss. It might require devious measures to place Xander in a crate to take to the

vet. Heed signals that this cat displays - the data you collect may give you cause for dismay.

Sun Trine Moon:

        Xander learned a long time ago how to get your attention. He has you so well trained you don't even know it

yet. He is a true manipulator; his affections are a good indication of who is feeding him. Loyal to none, Xander

will go to anyone who shows him the least bit of attention. He performs well and will surprise you by coming

when called, having learned long ago the rewards this brings.

Moon

        The Moon tells us how Xander bonds emotionally with us and his other feline friends. It's hard to believe,

but cats really are moved by emotions - some more than others. If you ever really want to know what makes your

kitty enjoy life look to the Moon sign. Soon you will discover what he can't live without. It could be something as

simple as a catnip mouse, but it will bring lasting enjoyment and a bond with you that will be memorable for life.

Learn what your cat desires the most.

Moon in Cancer:

        Xander may seem to attach himself to your side no matter how old he is. Never far from you, Xander can be

described as angel or pest depending on what you happen to be doing at the time. He has an attachment to the

human or feline mother for life. It will be difficult for him to separate until later in life and even then the bond

continues. Close to home and in the secure safety of your arms, Xander thrives on the emotional bond you provide

for him. The kitchen is truly Xander's favorite room and he probably owns a special spot or perch there, away

from the other animals in your house. Meal time can present a challenge; only under calm circumstances should

Xander be allowed to eat, because he is prone to stomach problems that are very much linked to his emotional

state. A need to eat without duress will be a priority throughout Xander's life. Also, provide a relaxing, calm

atmosphere when laying out treats for him. A desire to care for others and give them the nurturing they need to

survive will surface when younger animals or child are present in the home. Xander will feel it necessary to treat
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you in the same manner, caring for you when you are sick or in need of a little attention that no one else can

deliver.

Moon in the 8th house:

        Xander looks at you as the one who holds the key - the key to the food and snack box - and he is depending

on you using it as often as possible. Xander knows a good thing when he's found it. You're the provider and he is

sure of it. Xander will do tricks for you so that you continue to provide. He likes to feel you owe him something.

Don't forget to bring catnip toys and treats home for Xander. He gets to expect it and feels let down when they are

not forthcoming. Xander looks through shopping bags until he finds what's rightfully his - you'd better stock up

now. Xander owns you and don't forget it! When strangers come, he thinks nothing of marking the territory even if

that includes you. Watch as he marks you by rubbing his neck and head all over you letting scent gland odors

penetrate your clothing. You're his and nobody else's.

Moon Trine Sun:

        A pleasant and affectionate companion for life, Xander will reward you with attention and playfulness.

Throw a few paper balls for him to retrieve. Showing a friendly nature towards all, Xander may even enlist the

help of other animals in your household. Secure in his surroundings, Xander can make you feel welcome in his

home. A friendly nudge with playful paw starts a game of catnip mouse and you're a friend for life. Xander enjoys

the company of other animals or humans and is not timid in the least.

Mercury

        Mercury, the planet of communications, suggests how felines communicate with us. There are many

different forms of communication besides meowing. Body language will also give us clues into what our cats

want. But their most important form of communication is reflected in their ability to send messages telepathically.

Some cats are better at this than others but equally important is our receptiveness to such information. We all

know how Xander can get his point across when he wants to. Now learn what you can do to facilitate greater

sensitivity to what it is your cat has to say.

Mercury in Sagittarius:

        This cat is a wild spirit hard to tame - you may want to include Xander in walks through the woods. His

desire is to be a part of the wild again and he resorts to instinct to survive naturally. This need may prevent him

from ever being a complete house cat. Travel is most important on Xander's agenda - you may want to include

many friends that he can visit on his route. The neighbor's goat or horse can all be included in Xander's daily

visits. Known for being the diplomat amongst animals, Xander may see to it that all get along and know their

pecking order.

Mercury in the 12th house:

        Quieter and more reserved than most, Xander may need coaxing from his secret hiding place. Xander needs

you to know that he is totally dependent on your love and attention and without that he may wither up and die.

Without desire to meet new animals or people, Xander can be quite content with your eyes only. Often seen as a

loner, Xander is more than happy just being at home. His imagination lends plenty of entertainment to make the

day go by fast.
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Mercury Square Uranus:

        Unpredictable and detached in nature, Xander is fine-tuned to every thought and sound. He is a good

predictor of weather - lightning will make Xander head for the nearest shelter or under your bed. He is not in the

least interested in socializing with others and may be considered a bit of an anarchist. It is best to give Xander

plenty of space from unruly children or other disturbances and be ready for changes. Xander is unpredictable in

his needs for affection and will certainly let you know when he feels slighted.

Venus

        Venus shows us how sociable Xander can be. It gives us a clue as to what he is attracted to. This can range

from inanimate objects to objects of desire. Venus exerts an energy that attracts you and others to Xander like a

magnet. How your feline returns this affection is revealed by Venus. Venus can determine whether Xander has a

pleasant disposition or is of a less affectionate nature.

Venus in Sagittarius:

        Xander loves to wander near and far, almost like the town crier letting everyone know the latest news. Seen

crying from the nearest treetop or high-rise, Xander will tell quite a tale. Xander makes friends with all species of

animals without any difficulty. A bit wild in nature, he may not be the most affectionate cat, much preferring the

wild to indoor life, at least while he is young. Keep Xander entertained by including him on a few of your own

excursions. Bring Xander with you on the next vacation and watch what he has to say then.

Venus in the 1st house:

        The pick of the litter. Attractive and cute, Xander charmed his way right into your heart. A pleasant melody

to his meow is an extra bonus. A love of music could have Xander making the top of the stereo speakers his

home. There's a rhythm to his purr that falls right in step with any music that may be playing. His long meow

seem to be singing to you. He is affectionate by nature - you can count on Xander to want frequent attention.

Venus Square Mars:

        Xander can be too pushy for his own good. Expecting attention and receiving none might be just the excuse

he needs to provoke you. Xander's activity level can irk you at times, especially during those early morning hours.

Not knowing when to stop, Xander takes it to extremes. He knows no limits and will not like confinement. It is

best to provide Xander with lots of play time so he can eliminate all that excess energy.

Venus Square Jupiter:

        Xander may have been given up for adoption and completely rejected by mother or partner for no good

reasons. A fine survivor on the outside, Xander may be covering up a fear of rejection. His large heart has been

wounded and time and respect are the only things that will mend it.

Venus Conjunct Pluto:

        There is no way you can refuse this big cat. What Xander wants, Xander gets. A bit pushy, Xander likes to

feel he is the boss. When you don't give him satisfaction, Xander is known to roar like a lion and let you know

exactly how he feels in no uncertain terms. It's his way or the highway.
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Mars

        Mars shows how Xander expresses his energy and enthusiasm for life. Mars gives passion and vitality to the

place in the astrology chart where it is located.

Mars in Pisces:

        A true friend for life, Xander spends his whole energy in life caring for you and other animals, often

adopting younger animals to care for. Too compassionate to kill, Xander much prefers the companionship of other

species. A humanitarian cat can only go so far before hunger intervenes but Xander will try to be kind in any

necessary act of sacrifice.

Mars in the 3rd house:

        Talk, talk, talk and then talk some more. If there is any time that this kitty doesn't sing for his supper then

you better head to the doctor. Xander knows just the right pitch cry to get you moving in the morning. He also

knows the right tune to use when you return home every night. Even if he is mad about you leaving, at least you

are able to see how he reacts to all of this. An alarm clock wouldn't serve you better than old Xander.

Mars Square Venus:

        Sometimes you find Xander's actions distasteful. It's not that he does them intentionally to displease you, but

he can't always help himself. Just because Xander is sometimes unable to please you by doing things your way

like other normal kittens do, does not mean that you should love him any less. Allow him territorial displays as

long as they don't involve hurting another animal.

Mars Opposition Jupiter:

        Xander doesn't know when to stop pestering other animals or sometimes, you, until you submit. He does not

always understand the meaning of "no" - Xander will push you to your limit. He wants more until his sides burst

from eating too much. Keep this feline on a good diet so obesity won't set in when activity levels wind down.

Mars Trine Saturn:

        Xander is one tough cookie. He is hard as nails - you have to admire Xander just for his sheer determination.

Often a survivor of some harsh environment, Xander lives to tell all. He gives off that "don't mess with me"

attitude and others take heed. Xander can show his dominant and forceful personality when you try to introduce

another animal into the household. It would be best to give plenty of time and space for introductions, whether

human or animal.

Jupiter

        Jupiter is where the window of opportunity opens up for Xander. This is where Xander finds his fun.

Pleasant memories from these times provide a lifetime of happiness for Xander. Jupiter's influence is truly

beneficial in most cases but can also suggest an area of excess, with food being the major culprit.
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Jupiter in Virgo:

        Xander's chores are numerous; starting with the youngest or smallest member of the family, Xander makes it

a point to visit everyone and service them by grooming. Concerned over the welfare of others, Xander can offer

comfort or give clues on how to obtain food. With a need to feel needed, Xander goes out of the way to show you

just how sympathetic he can be.

Jupiter in the 9th house:

        This wayward cat has traveled many a varied path. A lover of foreign places, Xander travels many miles. He

is a teacher of other animals; it's almost as if they wait until Xander tries something first before partaking

themselves. A very enlightened pussycat, wise to the ways of the world. Possibly once a feral cat, Xander has a

desire to travel that may be too hard to control. Provide him with plenty of catnip and cat videos.

Jupiter Square Venus:

        Xander's love of luxury could cause him to stray. Teach Xander healthy food habits which will make him

happy to stay home. Give him a mate to spar with, someone to adore him for the way he is, and not take

advantage of his generous affections.

Jupiter Opposition Mars:

        Xander's couch potato habits may need revising. Encourage outdoor activity to provide him the exercise he

needs. Not very enthusiastic unless motivated by food, Xander may need treats for you to see activity. Xander can

be described as the alley cat of the neighborhood.

Jupiter Sextile Saturn:

        Xander knows opportunity when it presents itself. He saw that when meeting you and has never let you

forget it. Now a favorite in the household, Xander is respected by others who look up to him for his survival

tactics.

Jupiter Square Pluto:

        Xander can't take no for an answer and will show you this despite how often you try to remind him

otherwise. He has a powerful calling or need to take care of things which may or may not always be safe or

healthy for him. Let territory wars in your household work out without your intervention as long as no harm

comes to the other animals. Xander won't easily back down from others, thinking that his way is the only way.

Saturn

        Saturn shows us where there is restraint or obstructions in Xander's life. Saturn also shows us lessons

Xander needs to learn in life and how he might accomplish this. This is where Xander learns to be resourceful and

how to survive in life.
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Saturn in Cancer:

        Aloof and independent is the usual routine from this fickle feline. A stomach that is sensitive to extraneous

substances may make Xander vomit more than once. He is a finicky eater owing to environmental stresses, and

chronic indigestion could cause frequent regurgitation. Not the most affectionate kitten in the litter, Xander is

certainly the most needy. Xander grows into a strong independent cat when older.

Saturn in the 8th house:

        There were plans to keep Xander long before he was born. The pick of the litter was to go to a home that

more than adequately provided for him. With everything a kitten could possibly need, Xander grows up to be quite

a spoiled kitty cat. Xander lives a long life enjoying the catnip you provide for him in the garden.

Saturn Trine Mars:

        Xander's focus cannot be deterred once initiated. If there's a chipmunk to be caught or a mouse that has to be

relocated, Xander is the one to do the job. Xander can plan precisely how to go about this with his intense study

of the object. Whoever said cats are not intelligent must not have met Xander.

Saturn Sextile Jupiter:

        Xander makes good choices in life. He picked you and hasn't regretted it since. He is always fair to other

animals he may share the house with. Other animals look at Xander with high esteem. This is a cat to reckon with

that has earned his place of honor.

Uranus

        Uranus demonstrates genius and intuitive abilities. Xander's independence is strongly influenced by where

Uranus falls in his chart. This is where Xander's talents lie - waiting for you to discover them by subtle

communication.

Uranus in Aquarius:

        Xander's finely tuned senses allow him to receive mental messages easily and use them to his advantage.

Xander's unselfish devotion to his friends and family is worth mention. He is willing to give up his time and

energy to care and groom those in need. Food is given in loving anticipation of acceptance; Xander may even

leave you a few tasty morsels for consumption. Reward him highly with praise and affection. Because of Xander's

unselfish giving, he is often rewarded in life with many blessings to sustain him. A guardian angel resides on

Xander's shoulder.

Uranus in the 3rd house:

        Xander has been subject to strange occurrences on his travels through the neighborhood. Sudden unexpected

turns of events may make travel both exciting and sometimes dangerous for him. Xander's communication skills

are purely psychic and his insight into your mind and intentions is probably more accurate than your own. Trust

Xander's judgement of others.
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Uranus Square Mercury:

        Xander has been known to have escaped the wrath of more than one unhappy encounter with playmates. Too

smart for most of his housemates, Xander uses erratic behavior to keep them at bay through sheer awe. Even they

cannot believe what Xander gets away with and will cower, knowing that trouble is to ensue. The true anarchist in

the group, Xander may revert to unusual behavior to fend off enemies.

Neptune

        Neptune shows you where and how Xander spends his spare time. Where does Xander's imagination take

him when you are not there? Does he have a favorite escape that you are unaware of? What fantasy truly inspires

Xander and sends him to nirvana? Xander returns here often when stressed, or just for fun. Neptune shows where

he can achieve the same sensation with a little help from you.

Neptune in Aquarius:

        Xander is far too ahead of his time to be appreciated. He is totally independent and it may be difficulty to

curb some of Xander's original ideas. Popular with many other animals, Xander shows them all new tricks to

make life more interesting. Xander can be very animated and original in his displays for attention. Provide the

opportunity for Xander to visit with other animals of his choosing. Always the life of the party, Xander dreams of

having a house full of friendly animals he can play with.

Neptune in the 3rd house:

        Psychic and quite capable of carrying on a conversation with you without words or meows, Xander has eyes

that say it all. Communication is seldom difficult unless you're not paying attention. He is fond of traveling,

especially to water. Xander will relish the idea of watching you fish for dinner. A fantasy that brings him near

nirvana would be to sail the seas with you eating the catch of the day.

Pluto

        Pluto is where Xander finds release from those powers that bind him. Old conditions that are no longer

useful are eliminated. Obsessive or compulsive behavior that needs to be eliminated or changed will be here. Pluto

forces Xander to deal with it. Pluto shows him how to transform for better or worse, and you may be the most

likely Pluto character in Xander's chart. An awareness that nothing is permanent helps Xander accept the

challenge that loss has brought him to where he is. Xander will find many new beginnings where Pluto falls in his

chart. A constant renewal and regeneration awaits him there. Although not usually very malleable, Xander learns

that this is where he must change to continue as planned. Xander soon sees that change can be good when he

senses the improvement in your acceptance of him.

Pluto in Sagittarius:

        Xander teaches all the other animals in the house how to behave. His unique understanding makes him a step

above all others. A traveler by nature, Xander has been known to give up all to travel beyond his home

environment. It is through these journeys that Xander learns things he can bring back to teach others. Looking for

love in all the wrong places can be Xander's motive.
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Pluto in the 1st house:

        Xander's insecurities cause him to resort to defensive behavior when threatened. To him, a threat is anyone

who might enter his domain without acknowledging him as boss. His need to be in complete control stems from a

time when Xander was unable to fend for himself. Once Xander can stop neurotic behavior from interfering, he

can develop a more meaningful relationship with you and the other animals in your house.

Pluto Conjunct Venus:

        A magnetic personality your wonderful Xander has. Xander has no problem having others notice him. His

suave demeanor and sleek, yet graceful ways, do not compare to the ordinary cat. Xander carries himself with an

attitude of satisfaction knowing that he has the admiration of many. A winner overall in star quality. Special likes

and dislikes may make Xander difficult to deal with. Understand that at times, Xander needs solitude and does not

like any interference. This will alternate with Xander forcing himself on you. Maintaining his own independence is

a process always in the making.

Pluto Square Jupiter:

        Xander will resist any attempt to control him. You can lock the doors and windows but Xander still escapes.

There is nothing that will keep Xander's wanderlust to a minimum. Have the cat door open and maintain a

watchful eye out for others who might be harmful. Keep Xander's nails sharp for protection purposes and forget

about your furniture for now.
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